June 2019
At Kidz Club
Winter occurs after autumn and before spring in each year.
Winter is caused by the axis of the Earth in that hemisphere being oriented away from the Sun. Different cultures
define different dates as the start of winter, and some use a definition based on weather. The children are once
again exploring indoor play and enjoying more art and craft activities, fine motor experiences and our IT
educational program. This month’s theme is Winter and the children will be learning all about this interesting
season including educational science experiences. Enjoy the rain and the new lush green life that is all around.

Blossoming Butterflies

Under the Sea help teach the little ones about an
incredible creature that live in the ocean. The best
way to learn is through play.
Interactive Experiences:

Under the sea sensory bottles

Interactive trays with slim and sea animals

Small group time experiences with songs / stories

Gloop tray with shells and sea fish to explore
sensory

Matching and sorting sea creatures

Art and craft making a sea theme wall to
encourage fine motor and creativity

Making star fish cookies

Terrific Turtles
WINTER
Interactive Experiences

Art activities making penguins and
pollard bears

Science experiment, Sensory with ice

Reading books and song on the topic
winter

STEM extending working with colours

STEM cooking experience with
measurements of different ingredients

Diversity with different cultures

Keen Kittens
Through children interests the Kindy Room will be learning about Seasons
Interactive Experiences

Experiencing with ice (Arctic Freeze) children are able to plan and create the
environment, and learn about the creatures that live in this habitat.

Winter dress ups, accompanied by the ABC book on Seasons

Walk to the adjacent park to collect natural resources for make a collage in a small
group experience
Special Calendar Dates

Visit to the library, interactive songs
Mabo Day -------------------------------------------------- 3
and stories and art experience
World Environment Day ------------------------------- 5

Research on interactive board on
World Oceans Day -------------------------------------- 8
Antarctica
Children’s Day ---------------------------------------------9

EYLF Learning Outcomes
1. Children have a strong sense of Identity.
2. Children are connected with and
contribute to their world.
3. Children have a strong sense of wellbeing.
4. Children are Confident and Involved
Learners.
5. Children are Effective Communicators.

Queen’s Birthday -------------------------------------- 10
Global Wind Day ----------------------------------------- 15
National Refugee Week -------------------------- 16 - 22
Special Events & Performances
Mr Oopsy, interactive show with music, instrument and bubble
show on Wednesday 5th
Wheelie Kids, motorised bikes on Thursday 6th
Dance Along Katherine, show on Environment - Wednesday
12th @ 10.30am
Dream Start Soccer on Monday 17th @ 10.30am
Healthy Harold Life Education, presentation on
Being Safe coming on Wednesday 19th

